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This document is the annotated version of the “Auction of Tomorrow” report presented as a PowerPoint slide program by automotive industry analyst Glenn Mercer at the National Auto Auction
Association’s 2017 Annual Convention in Palm Springs, Calif.
It is also a road map to your auto auction’s future.
From the growth of virtual auctions to the rise of mobility services such as Uber and Lyft, toward the
impending launch of autonomous vehicles, many dramatic changes have already altered the industry
landscape or loom just ahead on the horizon.
NAAA commissioned this study to identify the trends, challenges and opportunities our members
will encounter over the next decade to assist in long-term planning. Mercer based his forecast on
wide-ranging interviews with those in the remarketing community and in-depth research into shifts
in the industry’s supply, demand and technology environments. (Please note, the annotations are not
to repeat the material on the slides, but only to clarify areas where more explanation completes the
picture in greater detail.)
Armed with this objective, informed research, we believe you’ll be better equipped to revise and update your 10-year business plan. We hope you use this vital tool to navigate a path to ongoing success
for your auction of tomorrow.
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This project was commissioned by the Board and Officers of NAAA in order to assist long-term
planning by NAAA members, who had expressed a desire to have a framework within which to
better understand the changes that are sweeping over the automotive world. While the goal was
always to come up with an accurate forecast for the next ten years or so, we realize that the
likelihood of being entirely correct is low. But the real value in this exercise lies in stimulating
members to take some time from their busy days, to look forward, and to take actions now that
better prepare them for the future. Any member may agree or disagree with any part of this
report, but the important thing is to think about the implications for the future. Thus one member
might feel that the rate at which auctions are “moving online” is faster than this report asserts –
with the implication being to invest more in IT now, in order to keep up. Another member might
see that our electric vehicle forecast represents an opportunity, in that an auction might become a
specialist in EV reconditioning, by hiring and training techs skilled in that field. In any case, the
point is to read, think, discuss, and plan.
Glenn Mercer was chosen as the researcher to carry out this work, based on his credentials and his
recent work in a similar vein for NADA, the National Auto Dealers’ Association, which led to a report
for that group on the future of automotive retailing in the USA, called “Dealership of Tomorrow.”
Glenn carried out the NAAA work through the Summer and Fall of 2017, basing his findings on some
35 confidential interviews, auction site visits, and extensive desk research (see Chapter 7, End
Notes, for the main sources consulted). Every interview was conducted off the record, as by
assuring anonymity to participants it was hoped that interviewees would speak more candidly. The
interview notes remain with Glenn, and have not been shared with NAAA. Interviewees who were
happy to be acknowledged and thanked for their participation are named in the End Notes, but in
all cases their words have not been tied to their names, to ensure confidentiality.
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NAAA leadership provided scope guidance for this project. Thus, while the insurance or salvage
auction industry is important in its own right, for the purposes of this report we focused only on
whole-car auctions.
Glenn carried out the work, but throughout this report he asks that readers consider the findings
to be the results of a “group project,” in that the expertise involved in the people and sources
consulted far, far exceeds his own. However, any errors of interpretation are 100% his own.
Auction safety was recognized to be a crucial topic, but it is not dealt with in this report, as there
are separate initiatives by NAAA and NAAA members to tackle this crucial issue. We can expect
that this issue will be resolved in the near future, so that it will not be a problem for “ten years out.”
COMMENTARY FOR THE LAST POINT: “I heard in several interviews concerns about issues of
industry structure (i.e. the mix of larger and smaller members) and competitive challenges (e.g.
relations with consignors and challenges created by changing fees and costs). While I can
appreciate these concerns, it was clear to me that they are best addressed, as always, within the
mechanisms of the NAAA, rather than by an external researcher such as myself. Rest assured that
these concerns have been relayed to the executive leadership of the NAAA.” – Glenn Mercer
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In today’s environment of suspicion of experts, media, and “fake news,” I felt it was crucial to
disclose my bias up front. And that bias is that I will tend to adjust estimates of the rate of change
expected to “slower speeds.” This view is based on two factors. First, the automotive industry has
consistently in the last 25 years OVER estimated the rate of change. Examples of this persistent
error are shown on the slide. Secondly, forecasts that are based on extrapolation of current trends
ignore the reality of “regression to the mean:” the tendency of change to stimulate counter-acting
forces that lead to a new equilibrium, not a black-and-white “victory” of one trend over another.
Thus for example the rise of AirBnB has taken place even as traditional hotels adapt to its challenge,
and are experiencing the highest occupancy rates in recent history. Thus for example the
prediction that “e-books” would wipe out paper books has proven false, as after an initial surge in
e-book sales consumers have turned increasingly back to paper books. Thus for example the
prediction that cars would be wholly aluminum or plastic by now has fallen short, as an energized
steel industry has fought back with technological improvements that have protected its share of
the car.
The real world is not a sporting event, where one team wins, and another loses, and leaves the
stadium. In the real world, attackers and defenders meet, battle it out, and then find a way to coexist,
in a new equilibrium. This report aims to find the new equilibrium for the USA whole-car
auction industry.
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In this report we looked at forces outside and inside the industry, that could affect it. An example of an
inside force is a rental car company: how it decides to remarket its cars will impact the auction industry
(e.g. by shifting to upstream retail sales). An example of an outside force is autonomous vehicles (AVs): as
they become more plentiful, they may affect auctions to the extent that they are owned by fleets rather than
by individuals -- and to the extent auctions as a result deal with more fleet consigners and fewer dealer
consigners, this can affect their operations and profitability.
AV = autonomous vehicle; EV = electric vehicle; MS = mobility service (e.g. Lyft); CC = connected car

On the “everything cycles” point: numerous interviewees told me that when the used car market is strong,
in an up-cycle, consigners look more to upstream remarketing (as it is easier to execute then); while in a
used-car down-cycle, auctions regain share, as only they can move the volume that fleets have to dispose
of, when demand for upstreamed products (e.g. from consumers and from dealers) is weaker.
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Auctions should not be afraid of a changing future, because their past has been marked by steady change.
Auctions have so far adapted to change, which provides some confidence that they will continue to be able
to adapt.

If we look back over time at the industry, we can see that a long initial period of relative stability, from
WWII up until 1980 or so, was followed by an era of explosive growth, from about 1980 through to 2000.
Some of the factors driving this expansion include:
1. The industry’s conquering of the odometer-tampering problem, which dramatically reduced the risk a
buyer would face in using auctions, and so allowed the attraction of many more customers;
2. The launch of so-called “program cars” by the OEMs to stimulate demand, which thanks to their
guaranteed buy-back price, reduced the depreciation risk faced by rental-car firms, and so allowed
expansion of those businesses, and with that the supply of used cars to auction
3. The leasing boom of the 1990s, also intended by the factories to boost demand, and which generated
waves of vehicles which at lease end often entered the remarketing channel.
Since the early 2000s, however – and after the downturn and recovery cycle that followed the Great
Recession of 2008 – industry growth has been mostly flat. This has led many industry participants to ask
what might happen next. Do we return to rapid growth? Or is this plateau permanent? Questions such as
these were part of the motivation for commission the Auction of Tomorrow project.
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A closer look at recent years shows the current plateau pretty clearly. We should point out, however, that
even in the recent downturn it seemed that most auctions continued to turn a profit (even if at lower
levels), thanks to astute management, and to the highly variable nature of many auction operating costs,
which meant that if volumes fell costs would fall with them, thus maintaining at least some margin.

Now that we have looked at and derived some lessons from our past, it is time to look at the future. In
order to make the project’s numerous findings more comprehensible, we have divided them into two main
chunks, one dealing mostly with developments inside the industry (e.g. who will our buyers and sellers be,
how will they remarket cars), and one dealing mostly with external developments (e.g. how will autonomous vehicles impact our industry). We’ll take each chunk and its chapters in turn.
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The first question to answer about our future must be “Will there be any cars to remarket?” If we look
back a few years, we do see a gently but steady upward trend in the gross number of used cars sold in
America. The question is, will this trend continue?

Our research tells us that used car volumes will continue to grow. Forecasts of new car sales converge on
a steady 17 million sales annually, which of course provide the input for the used-car market. Supporting
both new-car sales and used-car usage (and remarketing), we can also see growth in the US population, the
number of miles that population drives annually, and the size of the vehicle fleet (which grows not only with
population and mileage, but with improving vehicle quality, which allows owners to keep cars on the road
longer). (UIO = units in operation)

Of course, we are not predicting a smooth and steady glide path for the next decade: for one thing,
there is almost certainly going to be a recession during the forecast period, which will interrupt
growth. And there is uncertainty around household formation in the US, which also affects fleet
growth. For example, if a family has two children in their 20s, and each goes off to start her or his
own household or family, there is demand for more cars. But if the children remain with their parents, there is less demand for separate vehicles.
This positive outlook of course could be disrupted if Americans alter their historic patterns of car
ownership and mobility. For example, if rideshare services like Lyft or Uber grow substantially, we
may see fewer cars driven more miles, than if every citizen owned their own car. Also, if we see the
rise of autonomous vehicles, there may be more cars on the road, as the disabled and elderly use
automation to get back on the road. We’ll discuss these “outside the industry” factors later on, but
holding them aside for now, we forecast slow but steady growth in cars on the road, and thus cars to
be remarketed and auctioned.
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So now we are pretty confident that there will be used cars in high volume throughout the next decade.
But for the auction industry this answer is inadequate, since different sellers and buyers of these vehicles
handle them in different ways. Thus individuals almost never use auctions, whereas repossessed cars
almost always go through auctions. To project the future health of the auction industry, therefore, we need
to project the future health of all our customer segments. Later, once we have that set, we will project how
those segments might use auctions (versus e.g. diverting cars to upstream remarketing).

C&G = commercial and government
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Rental fleets, which consume something likes 1.5 million vehicles annually, seem likely to continue steady
growth – although there are issues to monitor, such as whether increasing service lives will reduce their
annual purchases (and thus disposals) in the near term, and whether mobility services such as Uber will
damage their prospects. So far, both of these issues seem under control.

The volume of leasing in the USA cycles up and down over time, as demand shifts, as interest rates rise
and fall, and as vehicle depreciation accelerates and slows. In this report we do not attempt to forecast the
penetration of leasing in 2018 or 2019 (there are plenty of experts, some noted at the end of this report,
who can do this very well), but to estimate its long-term trajectory. In our view, as the new car market
moves ever further up-market, and as OEMs promote new lease-like short-term forms of car ownership
and usage, the penetration of leasing is likely to stay high, at 30% of new-car volumes, or even more. And
of course, the more off-lease vehicles there are, the more there are for auctions to compete for to remarket.
In our view, therefore, off-lease volumes should continue at robust levels, perhaps 2-4 million annually,
with lots of variation within that range.
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Repossessions have always been a reliable source of used cars for auctions, and can even help offset
business cycles (as they go up when GDP growth goes down). We see no factors that would significantly
reduce – or increase – their volumes over the long run.

Commercial and government fleets will always be with us. Their purchasing and selling behaviors can be
volatile over time, e.g. as budget cuts affect a given company or government agency, but over the long run
their volume is likely to be always present. One twist in this segment is that many of these vehicles are
vocational (e.g. EMS trucks, telephone-line “cherry pickers,” etc.), which can send them to more specialized remarketing channels. Further, many of these fleets do not interact with remarketers directly, but use
intermediaries such as fleet management companies.
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New-car dealers of course represent the greatest portion of auction consignment. On this slide we fully
leverage the findings of NADA’s “Dealership of Tomorrow” report for our own view on the outlook for
NC dealers, which asserts that they will remain dominant in sales of new cars in the USA, although while
facing numerous challenges, and of course with the risk of autonomous rideshare vehicles slashing newcar sales rates (again, to be discussed later). But their scale, persistence, adaptability, and strong financial
condition lead us to estimate that they will weather these storms… and thus continue to generate vast
quantities of used cars.
(There is a lot of work behind this summary slide: please contact the author for much more detail, if desired.)

Used-car dealers in turn represent the major portion of purchasers of auctioned cars. UC dealers are very
resilient and competitive, and have actually been gaining ground on their rivals, the UC departments of
NC dealerships. In 1990 NC dealers sold 14.7 million used cars, and UC dealers 10.7, such that UC dealers sold 70% as much as NC dealers. By 2015 the numbers were 14.6 and 13.3, such that UC dealers sold
90% as many UC as NC dealers.

UC dealers face their own challenges, from consolidators such as CarMax and “disruptors” such
as Carvana, but their flexibility and low costs make them hard to displace. Probably the biggest
near-term threat facing UC dealers is their financing: if interest rates go up or finance becomes
less available, these thinly-capitalized firms are at risk. But assuming these risks can be managed
(as they have in the past), we see UC dealers as still consuming some 14 million UC units annually, with of course wide variations around that number.
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Wholesalers represented the greatest research challenge to this project, as they are almost impossible to
count, and the volume of used cars they handle almost impossible to estimate. The former problem is due
to the fact that almost “anyone with a phone and a checkbook” can enter the wholesale business, and the
latter problem is due to the fact that wholesalers can enter as both buyers and sellers in multiple transactions for the same vehicle. Thus we can’t be sure their numbers are falling (though the consensus was
that they are), and we can’t provide a reliable estimate as to how much volume they are responsible for.
But they are very likely to continue to survive, if not thrive… and in fact some of them may transform
themselves into “digital” or “online” or “app-driven” wholesalers, as will be discussed later. And with their
continued survival will come a significant – if unknown – volume of used cars that will need remarketing.
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As noted on the slide, the auction industry has in the past not paid much attention to these purely retail,
individual buyers and sellers (with the exception of some retail auction activity on the repo side, etc.).
However, the volume they generate is enormous and, more importantly, more of that volume is going not
from person to person, but from person to company – such as used-car dealers and the used-car departments of new-car dealers. Each vehicle diverted this way becomes “fair game” for auctions, and so the
extent these new buying channels continue to gain ground, more P2P volume may find its way to auctions.
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We’ve projected that total used-car volumes will remain strong. We’ve projected that the various types of
used-car sellers and purchasers will variously gain and lose ground (e.g. repossession volumes may hold
steady, while wholesalers may lose some ground). Our next challenge is to see HOW these channels will
handle the volumes of used cars they represent: specifically whether they will rely on auctions to the extent
they have in the past. Three trends affect the answer to the “how” question: will current UC channels
move more volume online (thereby if not disintermediating auctions, probably reducing their revenues),
will current UC channels turn to more upstream remarketing (which would indeed further reduce auction
participation), and will new UC channels emerge – which will combine both the digital and the upstreaming trend, to the detriment of auction volumes, revenues, and profits? We refer informally in this report to
these new channels as “the app crew,” as every one of them bases their business model in part or in total on
smartphone-enabled software applications, or “apps.”

As we will see, the degree to which any of these trends will negatively impact auctions was the
subject on which the people we interviewed had the widest differences of opinion. Some felt
these trends would be transformative or even devastating, while others saw these trends as “just
one more thing to manage.”
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The slide is self-explanatory. The quotes in the ovals are all from interviews conducted for this project.
The divergence in opinions is quite pronounced.
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In this and the next two slides we step back for some perspective. Digital zealots tend to assert that the
rise of digital/online equals precisely the fall of analog/offline. And in some cases this has been true: MP3s
laid waste to the CD industry. But in more cases there is evidence of complementarity rather than pure
displacement: thus we see the traditional US hotel industry racking up historically-high occupancy rates,
even as AirBnB listings soar. And recently we have seen AirBnB engage in buying and developing its own
hotel properties. An equilibrium maybe reached, where AirBnB becomes more hotel-like (e.g. paying hotel taxes, permitting hosts who develop entire buildings as “AirBnB hotels,” etc.) while hotels become more
AirBnB-like (developing their own apps, building smaller “homier” facilities, etc.).

Further, auctions may have time to adjust to the rise of digital… which frankly has been around for at least
15 years and which has not been transformative – yet. For example, all the media chatter about online
retail destroying physical stores (e.g. shopping malls) fails to note that e-commerce is still less than 10%
of all American retail sales. The share is growing rapidly, of course, but there is no clear argument that it
must persist – as shown in Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods, which melds together online and offline
commerce. The same effect may be true for auctions.
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Finally, to bring the discussion back to auctions specifically, the digital shift may not be “all one way.” This
example from the UK shows how one vehicle remarketer, founded to be an entirely digital enterprise, has
since then added physical auction facilities, finding that customers simply would rather have both, versus
just one or the other.

In any discussion of the digital shift, condition reports (CRs) must be considered. Without virtually perfect CRs, purely digital auctions cannot work, just like a retail online purchase of a shirt cannot go forward
if its specifications are “men’s large, or maybe medium.” CRs are rapidly getting better and better, but to
the extent that they rely on human input (beyond videos and OBDII scans, etc.), they remain open to error
or at least varying interpretations. (For example, a Vermont car rated 4, with salt marks on the suspension,
might receive a 3 in Arizona, where such cosmetic damage is unheard-of.) One’s view of the future of digital auctions therefore depends to some extent on one’s view of the perfectibility of CRs.
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If we lay out the range of opinions graphically, we can see how the industry shakes out. The most aggressive digital innovators, “the app crew,” take it as an article of faith that “data wins.” Smaller and more remote auctions, dealing mostly with older and cheaper cars, just don’t see digital on the horizon. The likely
overall result is probably somewhere in between, with continued digital penetration, but at a slower rate
than the enthusiasts see, and with spotty patterns of implementation (e.g. large consigners will push for
this, small dealers may not see much point). The red line represents the author’s best estimate of a middle
ground, which as it is to the left of the center of the spectrum, indicates steady inroads by digital; but as
it is only slightly to the left of center, that indicates a rather steady and not-too-fast transformation. This
deliberate pace should allow auctions some time to adjust (e.g. by spending more on IT), if they see the
transformation moving towards them. We are not arguing for complacency, however, but careful monitoring, and planning for action when or if needed.

The debate over the second trend, upstream remarketing, should be clear. With digitization, the argument was over the speed and breadth of the digital transformation. With upstreaming, the debate is more
nuanced: how much further will this go, how much will it hurt auction profits, and how likely is it to slow
down or even reverse when we (inevitably) move into a down market?
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Build slide from previous page.

The rental firms have been aggressive in moving into upstreaming. The hope is that at this time they have achieved a
stable balance of options, among sales to dealers, sales to the public, and sales via auctions. The best means auctions
have for preserving this balance is of course to provide rental fleets such levels of service and value as to render any
further shifts to upstream remarketing unattractive.
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This chart makes the point that to forecast the rate at which rental fleets move to upstreaming, one does not
have to look for broad trends – only to track the actions of just three companies… and one in particular.

Off-lease cars have been upstreamed for quite a while of course. And most OEMs are quite candid about
their seeing this as the favored path to disposal (rather than going to auction). However, there was some
consensus among interviewees that an equilibrium would be found here as well: when demand for CPO cars
is high upstreaming makes very good sense… but in a down-market dealers may be more than eager to “get
these cars off my lot,” and only auctions can manage this at speed and at volume.
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There has been much discussion recently about new-car dealers trying to “never wholesale” a used car.
The view of our interviewees was relatively unflustered by this viewpoint, as it was felt that most dealers
did not have the time or talent or infrastructure to manage their own trading network, and that if larger dealer chains did they would still turn to auctions to manage the flow (admittedly at lower margins).
However, the singular success of CarMax in this regard reminds everyone to stay alert, as others will try to
replicate this model. Certainly it is hard to imagine the NC dealers will be sending more of their UC units
to auction in the future. On the other hand, it was not so long ago that NC dealers avoided auctions, seeing them as untrustworthy, and auctions managed to prove their value proposition to them then. Continued hard work by auctions to keep NC dealers happy may be able to stem any upstreaming trend.
(Commercial and government fleet auction share seems stable at 55-65%.)

When it comes to the primary purchasers of vehicles at auction, the used-car dealers, we see a clear level of
dedication to auctions. In fact, NIADA survey data shows UC dealers making more use of auctions now,
than in the past (even if they perhaps attend fewer each month). Some large portion of this shift may be
due to the expansion of auction-providing floorplanning lines, which give often under-capitalized UC
dealers the funds flow they need to stay in business profitably. But complacency must be kept at bay, especially since the next-generation wholesalers (“the app crew”) is definitely targeting the UC dealer market.
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As mentioned earlier, to the extent person-to-person (aka “casual”) UC sales shift more and more
to “we’ll buy your car” offerings from dealers and others, these cars become less “upstreamed” and
more “auctionable” – although we cannot be sure of the volumes of these movements yet. In the
UK auctioneer BCA has aggressively entered the P2P market, now buying directly (and sending to its
own remarketing arm) some 200,000 units a year. Is there a similar opportunity in the USA, or
would there be pushback from dealers and other auction customers?

One way of looking at the upstreaming issue is to look at the equilibrium between improving car quality
and growing car age. As the OEMs make better and better cars, defects per car fall. This expedites upstreaming, since (for example) a 2-year-old Accord with low mileage is likely to be in a very predictable
good condition, making it easier for an OEM’s own dealers to bid on it without seeing the car in person.
The QUALITY of the recent used car is not much of an issue. But the flip side of improved quality is greater durability, and longer life of the average car. Thus the American fleet is nearing 12 years in average age.
This fact retards upstreaming, as now many used cars have been in use for so long that their CONDITION
can be an issue (e.g. seat leather wear, exterior paint deterioration, odd interior odors, etc.). Better quality
can accelerate upstreaming, but longer life can make condition more variable, and that slows upstreaming. Again, there is probably an equilibrium to be reached, where upstreaming takes a certain share of UC
volume, and then goes no further.
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So again, with further apologies to Charles Schulz, we have to come up with a balance between upstream
remarketing enthusiasts and detractors. As before, where you stand determines what you believe, and so
smaller independent auctions who don’t see much upstream action, don’t believe it is much of a threat.
Headquarters staff at larger auctions, who deal with enormous and enormously sophisticated corporate
consigners, think about upstreaming all the time, and focus not so much on trying to halt it, as to find
a way to participate profitably in the trend. Our own view is shown with another red line, which as with
digitization ends up asserting that this trend will persist, but with less speed than zealots might assert. But
as with digitization, as upstreaming does proceed, it is hard to see how auction margins are not eroded. If
this happens, then the only way to restore bottom-line profitability is by continuing to focus every day and
in every way on cost reduction.

Now we come to “the app crew,” which depending on your perspective are either just a natural evolution in
B2B of smartphone-enabled ventures that are already active in B2C (e.g. Tred, Shift), or a wholly new phenomenon, representing a transformation of the wholesaling industry. (Of course some of these app-based
entities are owned and run by auctions themselves: “if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em” has been a solid strategy
for auctions for many years.) These firms are so diverse, new, and rapidly evolving that it is hard to develop
a clear perspective on them, but in the next few pages we will try.
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While the slide is self-explanatory, the last point bears repeating: any one of these entities may fold up in the
next year or two. But the UC market is so large in the USA that new entrants will continue to pop up, in pursuit
of their slice of the pie. So we would advise auctions to look at these firms as a group, and not become complacent because one or another had exited (e.g. Beepi).

Here are the basic arguments about apps. They can move quickly, they are cutting edge, and they have no large
brick-and-mortar cost base to drag them down. Conversely, while they advertise they are “cutting out” costly
middlemen, they are of course middlemen themselves. And no one of them seems to have gained immense
traction – yet. The Appraisal Lane, which was mentioned as a leader by several interviewees, itself announced
that in just over the two years of its existence, up to November 2017, it had processed only 100,000 dealer-submitted trades, which is just a drop in the proverbial bucket. On the other hand, it is striking to see the IPOs of
both Carvana and CarGurus. Regardless, the key question may be that, if these ventures do gain ground, can
auctions fight back effectively? Some would say yes, either by launching their own apps or by buying one
out (see ADESA and TradeRev). Others would say no, because auctions will always act to defend their own
business model, rather than adapt to something new. My own view is that a middle ground will be found:
auctions will individually or collectively come up with their own initiatives, which may be successful, but which
will probably cannibalize existing revenue streams, and probably lower profits on average.
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Before we move on to the “outside” threats and opportunities the auction industry faces, let’s wrap up our review
on the “inside” factors, with the implications they have for auctions. First we’ll look at economics. As the slide discusses, if no strong actions are taken (e.g. introduction of better and more profitable service offerings), auctions’
bottom line profits in a decade are likely to be somewhat lower, although we cannot be sure how much lower.

Weaker profits feed into the next implication, that of consolidation. If indeed profits will be pressured, more independent auctions may decide to exit now, before the price a consolidator might offer also declines. But beyond
the pure economics there are other considerations: for example, if independents collectively create new industry
auction platforms, this might lead to lower costs, that restore profits, and reduce the urge to “throw in the towel.”
In any case, the consensus of our interviewees was that smaller players would not be driven from the marketplace
(the way, for example, Blockbuster drove out the local sole-proprietor video shop), but that they might leave voluntarily, seeing the business as becoming more demanding and more standardized and – in a way – less personally rewarding.
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To revisit Snoopy one last time, whether an individual auction would consider exit depends on that auction’s
view of the world. If you think the auction world is following the travel-agent industry down the road of
dominance by a few massive online players (e.g. Expedia – which takes up to a 20% commission on every
hotel night it sells!), then it may be time to go. If you think that the auction industry looks more like that of
real estate, where the individual realtor still has a major role to play (admittedly while co-existing with online platforms such as Zillow), then you may decide to hang in there. We’ve listed the arguments pro and con
above, but it will be up to the individual auction principal to make up her or his own mind.

Probably 90% of media coverage of the automotive industry today focuses on these four areas, known colloquially as “The Four Horsemen” (…of the automotive apocalypse). Enough has been written about these
topics, backed up by tons of facts and even more tons of opinions, to sink a cargo ship. In terms of relevance
to this project, however, we will only touch on some emergent conclusions as to how they might affect our
industry. In the short run (5 or so years), the answer must be “not much,” as sales of EVs and AVs in large
quantities are not foreseen for some time (and the auction industry is driven more by the existing fleet of
275 million vehicles than it is by whether 2 million out of 17 million new sales in a given year are electric or
autonomous). Accordingly, the great majority of our interviewees had no opinion on these four topics. We
therefore backfilled this section of the report with supplemental expertise from other industry experts.
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In very summary form, the combined impact (over a longer time horizon) of these four developments,
on auctions (not on society as a whole) is probably mildly positive, but with a wide range of uncertainty,
given that at least 3 of the 4 trends have current penetration rates under 1% (so we are all forecasting the
proverbial “hockey stick.”). EVs and CCs sales will not matter much to auctions one way or the other, as
they are just one more vehicle feature set. And if AV sales grow, they will likely be beneficial to auctions, as
these cars will be driven hard, and the more miles on a car the faster it ages -- and enters the remarketing
channel sooner.
MS is the major wild card of the four, especially if combined with AV, since if services like Maven and
Uber can grow dramatically (by replacing costly human-driven cars with automated “robotaxis”), retail
sales of new cars will likely fall: why own a car if I can Uber everywhere at a very low cost? And if these MS
fleets emerge, a larger percentage of vehicle sales in the USA will be fleet-owned, which on balance implies
lower margins for auctions (versus initial retail ownership). Some interviewees asserted that this could be
favorable for auctions, if they are selected to be the managers for MS fleets, but there is no guarantee this
business won’t go to large dealer chains like AutoNation, or to established fleet management firms such
as Element.
In summary, the impact of these trends on auctions will likely be deferred, will possibly be positive, and
will probably be unpredictable. Auction managers should stay alert and follow developments closely.
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In researching this report we sought input from auctions outside the USA, since while this is a very
local industry, we can always learn from other countries’ experience. We got the most input from
our friends in the UK, where the auction industry somewhat resembles our own. Perhaps the two
most important insights from Britain were that a) the digital transformation can be managed; but
that b) upstreaming does represent a real threat.

Predicting regulatory developments requires predicting political developments, and as pundits can
scarcely predict this year’s election, let alone those a decade out, we have steered clear of making
pronouncements about regulatory issues. We do realize that these issues have an enormous
impact on the industry, and so are not to be shoved aside (although it is true that no interviewee
mentioned any regulatory issue as “make or break” for auctions). But we also realize that they are
“eternal” (a regulatory issue will be solved this year, and then a new one will pop up next year), and
that in the NAAA the industry already has on its side a tireless watchdog keeping a close eye on this
constantly-churning field. Probably the best way auctions can deal with regulatory uncertainty is to
support and participate in the NAAA and other industry associations, in their efforts to keep up with
regulatory and political developments, to develop proposals for dealing with these matters, and
then for working with elected and other officials to ensure sensible resolutions which safeguard the
industry’s health and well-being.
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We have already reviewed – to the best of our ability -- the major threat and opportunity trends facing whole-car
auctions in the USA over the next decade. However, interviewees mentioned three “big bang” events which could
disrupt the industry, but which could not be forecast as trends, since they would depend on a single action or
development.
The fourth item is not a “big bang” event, but as it was mentioned by several interviewees, we felt it should be included. While we understood the argument (in an online world there would be less need for gigantic physical auctions located on cheap land out in rural areas), it seems to us that any shift to auction relocation will be very slow,
as it would require disposal of current real estate, acquisition of new real estate, and massive amounts of permitting
work, all of which will likely take years to execute.
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The slide is self-explanatory. The outlook for volumes is likely mildly positive, but volatile, while the outlook for profits is mildly negative. Auctions should therefore invest carefully in new technologies and services that might offset the
digitization and upstreaming trends, all the while trimming costs in response to eroding margins. And finally, astute
managers will keep an eye on the external trends mentioned, lest they unexpectedly accelerate. Barring that however, it is the core conclusion of this report that the American whole-car auction industry will see steady and possibly
troubling evolution over the coming years…but not revolution.

If I have left anyone out (who wishes to be named in a revised version of this document), or if you would like your
name removed from it, please contact me!
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(The document you are currently reading is the annotated version promised at the conference in Palm Springs.)

This is list of the main sources consulted for this report, with those drawn upon most heavily noted in red. My
thanks to all involved for providing so much useful data and information! On the academic front I have just listed
here the last names of the primary authors of papers (with number of papers cited shown in parentheses): for a more
detailed bibliography please contact me.
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